
• AI can surface clinically signficant data issues, 
automatically

• Prescriptive insights help actively monitor patient safety in 
real-time by applying AI models to patient data

• Accomplish review workflow all in one place by completing 
actions directly from integrated dynamic visual patient profiles

• Improve risk mitigation by reviewing data in real-time and 
creating risk-based rules on the fly

• Reduce hours spent on manual medical reviews
• Review data from a single location — and act on patient 

data in real-time
• Chat with your data and generate listings, without the need 

for programmers — powered by generative AI

• Work seamlessly with cross-functional teams to manage patient 
safety in a single environment 

• Review collaboratively by tagging team members in Smart 
Suggestions, assigning tasks, and sharing custom rules

Benefits
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Actively Monitor Patient Safety Access Clean Patient Data in Real-Time

Collaborate Seamlessly with 
Team Members

Accelerate Medical Review 
Workflows with AI-Assistance

About
The enormous volumes of patient data being 
collected can obscure a study team’s ability to 
monitor how patients are responding to treatment. 
Saama’s Patient Insights centralizes patient data 
in a single location, enabling medical monitors 
to actively monitor patient safety. With artificial 
intelligence (AI) assistance to surface clinically 
relevant issues, teams can act on patient data 
in real-time. By visualizing the complete patient 
journey, combined with the power of AI, teams can 
prevent early withdrawals and adverse events, and 
even accelerate clinical signal discovery.

Real Time  
Visibility for Faster, 
Safer Trials

Patient demographics dashboard



Chat with Your Data 
Ask questions in natural language and get 
the data you need without waiting weeks for 
programmers — powered by generative AI.

Real Time Access to Patient Data 
Across All Sources 
Access patient data from any source system 
in real time in one location.

Patient Profiles 
Complete visual patient profiles — not just 
data listings. Directly query the EDC and 
accomplish actions all in one place. 

Smart Suggestions 
Patterns, trends, correlations, and 
predictions identified by the AI models are 
surfaced to users as Smart Suggestions. 
With generative AI, users can create their 
own custom rules and alerts.

Intuitive Visuals and Dashboards 
with Dynamic Data Exploration 
Create visuals and dashboards that fit your 
needs or choose from our library of out-of-
the-box visuals. Explore data holistically or 
drill deeper into specific data points.

Standard or Custom Reports 
Take advantage of Saama’s expansive library 
of standard reports with zero set-up time. 
Use our intuitive tools to modify a standard 
report or build your own.

Interactive Review Listings 
Quickly review data, identify changes, 
inspect pending DQs and open queries, 
mark data as reviewed, and more.

The Saama Difference 
Only Saama provides a holistic, real time view 
of your patients and how they’re responding to 
treatment so you can actively monitor patient safety. 
No other solution can standardize and centralize 
patient data across multiple disparate sources in 
one location, or enable you to review your data and 
tailor custom alerts without any coding expertise 
with generative AI. With 90+ AI models trained for 
life sciences, we provide the only solution that can 
apply AI to your patient data to uncover deeper 
insights, with no configuration needed.

Contact us at info@saama.com to schedule a 
personalized demonstration.

Features 
Unsurpassed visibility into your patient population
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Smart Suggestions Example


